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Abstract. Using the elimination of the parallax followed by the Delaunay normalization, we present
a procedure for calculating a normal form of the main problem (J2 perturbation only) in satellite
theory. This procedure is outlined in such a way that an object-oriented automatic symbolic manip-
ulator based on a hierarchy of algebras can perform this computation. The Hamiltonian after the
Delaunay normalization is presented to order six explicitly in closed form, that is, in which there
is no expansion in the eccentricity. The corresponding generating function and transformation of
coordinates, too lengthy to present here to the same order; the generator is given through order four.
Keywords: Lie transformation, normal form, closed form, computer algebra.
1. Introduction
The techniques astronomers use to handle perturbations to Keplerian behavior has
changed over time with discoveries of new methods and the availability of com-
puter technology. Before Brouwer, the Hamiltonian was expressed in Cartesian
coordinates and velocities. These in turn can be expressed in terms of osculating
elements. However, when we do this, the Hamiltonian will no longer be a function
of the mean anomaly ‘. This in turn requires a solution to Kepler’s equation, which
could not be solved in closed form, but rather must be expressed as a power series in
the eccentricity e. Thus, astronomers would resort to the artifice of introducing the
coordinates and velocities expressed as a Fourier series in ‘, with their coefficients
being power series in e. First the perturbation was expanded, then a Poincare´-
von Zeipel transformation used to eliminate the short-period term ‘. This was the
approach of Delaunay in the lunar theory (1846, 1855), Poincare´ (1905), Tisserand
(1888), and Smart (1953).
Brouwer (1959) gave up the explicit representation of the Hamiltonian as a
Fourier series in ‘, and settled for an implicit representation. He obtained ex-
pressions that were 1=r2 times a Fourier series in the true anomaly f , with the
coefficients of this Fourier series being rational functions of e and  D p1− e2.
The success of this method in carrying the Delaunay normalization in closed form
for the main problem in satellite theory was shown by Brouwer himself, who
presented results to order one, Aksnes (1965a, b), who presented results to order
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two, Deprit and Coffey (1982) who presented results to order three and four, and
the present paper, with results at order five and six.
There are two critical factors that make the normalization to sixth order possible
in closed form. First, the preparatory calculation of the elimination of the parallax,
introduced by (Deprit, 1981), that simplifies considerably the ensuing Delaunay
normalization. This was used by Deprit and Coffey (1982) to successfully calcu-
late the third and fourth order terms. Second, the capability of doing algebra by
machine; specifically, an object-oriented hierarchical algebraic processor. Through
this hierarchy we are able to localize the levels at which we apply the simplifica-
tion rules. This has two advantages: it limits the number of operations, and helps
in defining and making systematic the simplification rules. Because of the object
orientation, we may attach the simplification rules to objects; we conceive of the
solution as one of applying simplification rules to particular instances of an algebra,
not of programs executed with data representing the expression.
Of course, in the satellite problem it does not make sense to expand the main
problem to order six. This is not the point; rather, it is to indicate the power
of these new techniques: they open an avenue towards simplifying a number of
problems in celestial mechanics. The mechanism described here represents a for-
mulation of rules for simplification and substitution that when combined allow
for the algorithmic computation of Lie simplifications (Deprit and Miller, 1989).
Furthermore, these rules, like the canonical representation of ellipse parameters
given in Section 6, when applied independently, will prove useful in their own
right for other celestial mechanics and astrodynamics problems.
2. Structuring the Problem for Automatic Symbolic Manipulation
The process of performing a Delaunay normalization involves copious amounts
of algebra. Even with the elimination of the parallax, an example of what Deprit
and Ferrer (1989) later called simplification; that is, approaching the normalization
through a succession of stages, the calculation quickly exceeds the capacity of even
the most patient mathematician as the perturbation order increases, requiring the
use of computer-based symbolic algebra codes. However, not all such codes will
do; the commonly available general purpose symbolic manipulation codes have
the wrong model: while able to do a multitude of operations from all branches of
mathematics on a wide range of small to medium size expressions, they do not
efficiently handle simple algebra on a restricted class of large expressions, on the
order of tens of thousands of terms.
We require a system that allows us to incorporate knowledge of the structure
of the expressions in our problem, such that their representation, both internal and
external, is efficient. The program PMAO (Portable Mechanized Algebraic Oper-
ations), a derivative of MAO (Miller and Deprit, 1986), reflects such a hierarchy
of algebras. For a particular problem, one declares the variables and algebras (e.g.,
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polynomial or Fourier) and their relationships as a hierarchy of algebras over a do-
main of coefficients which are themselves algebras. Thereafter, all expressions are
stored in compact form because variables are known in advance, and computations
are performed in the context of and with the appropriate organization. There is no
need to coerce the computer into showing the desired form, or to frequently pass
back and forth between different representations.
For example, consider the hierarchy
F [f; g] P [e; ; ]  P [s2]Q: (1)
In this notation, each algebra has a triangle ‘’ pointing to its algebra of coeffi-
cients, P designates a polynomial algebra in the variable(s) indicated, F designates
a Fourier algebra, and Q is the field of rationals. We mean by this that the Fourier
algebra in f and g has coefficients that are polynomials of e,  and , which in turn
































cos.2f C 2g/ (2)
is in this algebra. The effect of the hierarchy is to show us how the expression
is to be factored among any number of equivalent representations of the same
expression.
With the algebraic organization reflected in object-oriented code, we may target
algebraic simplifications at the appropriate algebra, ignoring the others. Then, as
we pass an expression to the function that performs our algebraic simplifications,
the simplification takes place at the appropriate algebra, with further simplifications
being called recursively on the domain of coefficients. This greatly reduces the
amount of computation over a free-form representation or an algorithmic approach
to simplification. We employ this simplification strategy in the Delaunay normal-
ization to handle expressions of e, , and  (Section 6) and cos jf and sin jf
(Section 7). Given a known algebraic structure, the conversion from one form
to another, as occurs in algebraic simplification, is designed so that it happens a
minimal number of times and only at strategically chosen places so that expressions
are kept in a canonical form of compact size.
The choice of an algebraic structure, derivatives, and algebraic simplification
strategy are not at all obvious in many problems. The goals one strive for are first,
of course, correctness; next, literate code, in the sense of (Knuth, 1992): “Instead
of imagining that our main task is to instruct the computer what to do, let us con-
centrate rather on explaining to human beings what we want a computer to do;”
and finally efficiency, that the computation completes in a tolerable amount of time
on a readily accessible machine. Deprit (1982) following Jeffreys (1971) discusses
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the problem areas of simplification and closure, the former meaning conversion
of an expression from one representation to an equivalent one at each step of the
calculation, the latter meaning the finding of the generator in closed form from its
image. In the present discussion, we view these as part of the issue of structure.
Structure means finding the appropriate algebraic hierarchy to solve the problem,
including the right canonical form for each algebra and the procedures required to
put arbitrary expressions into that canonical form. The canonical algebraic form
is a unique way of representing an expression in the algebra. Since we are now
assuming that there will be no expansion in the eccentricity, the issue of closure is
really one of inversion of the Lie operator. Inversion means finding the generator
whose image under the Lie operator is the term we need to eliminate. This includes
finding the right set of variables such that the operator can be inverted, an issue
discussed in the next section, and structuring the overall problem such that no terms
that can’t be inverted ever occur.
In practice, this is a matter of trial-and-error, sometimes requiring recompu-
tation hundreds of times. It happens often that one can find an organization that
produces the correct answer in a satisfactory time to a given order, but going to
the next order results in the appearance of terms that cannot be handled or that
there are unacceptable computation delays. In the present problem, this is mostly
the case with the Delaunay normalization. Of course, this is true independent of
whether automatic symbolic computation is employed. Here is where the use of
computers is a great advantage; after all, if we wish merely to solve only one
problem and none related, we could with patience do it by hand to low order.
Repeatedly tackling the same problem, each time modifying the strategy to find
the best would be unbearably tedious without a computer.
The organization presented here is, the author feels, fairly efficient, being both
in a form that is reasonably literate for someone reading the code who knows LISP
and PMAO, and efficient (about 8 min on a Silicon Graphics 175 MHz R10000,
computing to sixth order). It is also correct in that, through fourth order, it has
been checked against previous results, and at all orders, passes internal checks;
primarily, that the generator computed does generate the transformation and that
there are no unwanted terms left in the new Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, it is entirely
possible that the reader may discover an organization that is easier to understand,
more efficient to compute, or both. If so, he or she is encouraged to contact the
author.
As part of its natural representation of mathematics to the user, PMAO prints
out expressions in a customary form; Greek letters are drawn properly, numer-
ical fractions are written with one integer atop another, and exponents are true
superscripts. For PMAO expressions of greater significance, the equivalent LATEX
(Lamport, 1994) expression can, through a built-in mechanism, be inserted directly
into an editor buffer. Thus expressions put into a paper or a report will be free of
transcription error. Expressions from PMAO in this paper have been generated in
this fashion. Readers interested in this software should contact the author.
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The descriptions below for the elimination of the parallax and the Delaunay
normalization are idealized versions of how they are actually coded. Sometimes, it
is necessary to introduce intermediate variables for a particular stage of the compu-
tation that are not needed elsewhere; they have been deleted for clarity. Moreover,
all algebra hierarchies presented here are in actuality merged together in one large
one.
3. The Lie Transformation Method
Deprit (1969) gives a method for performing canonical transformations based on a
small parameter; this Lie transformation method has been widely used for comput-
ing the normal form (or, more generally, Lie simplification) of various dynamical
systems, especially perturbed Keplerian systems. This method has the advantage,
among other things, that it is suited for automatic symbolic computation. PMAO
has a mathematically equivalent but more efficient procedure due to Miller built-
in. The user solving a particular problem need only supply a few things; obviously,
the algebra hierarchy and variables is of paramount importance before even any
expression can be given to the computer. Beyond this, there are basically three
other things: the initial Hamiltonian (which may come from a previous calculation
as in the case of the Delaunay normalization), separators and integrators for each
stage, and any needed algebraic simplifiers used en route. Because LISP is incre-
mentally linked and treats functions and their environments as data objects, we
merely write the declarations and functions for the specific problem in a separate
file, then compile them and call the appropriate function to compute the whole
thing.
Each Lie simplification involves a strategy or choice on what canonical trans-
formation is performed. Deprit shows how the general mechanism works; with
Hn0 the terms in the expansion of the original Hamiltonian and H0n the terms of
the transformed, the quantities in the Lie triangle are computed by








This must be solved recursively; the term HqC1;p in the right-hand side is solved
by the same formula, repetitively until the last step p D 0 and q D n − 1. At this
point, we need to solve for Hn−1;1,
Hn−1;1 D Hn0 C .Hn−1;0IW1/C    C .n− 1/.H10IWn−1/C .H00IWn/: (4)
The provisional element QH0n is the entire recursively calculated H0n, but with the
last term missing, QH0n  −.H00IWn/. Then we may write the final Hamiltonian
H0n in terms of the provisional element and an unknown term which is the image
of the generator at order n, Wn
H0n D QH0n C .H00IWn/ D QH0n C L0.Wn/: (5)
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At each order n, one obtains a provisional Hamiltonian. From this point, however,
we must choose the Wn in order to effect some desirable property in the trans-
formed Hamiltonian. This choice is dependent on the given problem, for example,
eliminate the terms periodic in an angle  . This dictates the image of the gener-
ator L0.Wn/ under the Lie operator L0  .  IH0/, where H0 is the unperturbed
Hamiltonian. We next face the inversion problem: finding the pre-image Wn. This
could be quite difficult if we are not clever. As we shall see, the only effective
solution to this problem is to change the variables so that the Lie operator becomes
proportional to a simple partial derivative. Once we have a strategy for choosing
this image term and finding the appropriate generator, a general method may pro-
ceed to calculate the next order provisional element, and the new Hamiltonian and
generator at the current order n. What we wish to leave in the final Hamiltonian is
a member of the kernel of the Lie operator in the case of a normalization (such as
the Delaunay normalization); this need not be the case in a general simplification
(such as the elimination of the parallax).
PMAO controls perturbation series, including the Lie simplification, by lazy
series. Given the perturbation parameter, say , one gives instructions what the
lowest order is and how to calculate the next order, perhaps basing it on another
lazy series. A particular order is calculated only if required, either by direct re-
quest or indirectly, because some other lazy series needs this calculation. For Lie
simplifications, the interrelationships are built-in, one needs only to specify the
initial Hamiltonian, the separator which identifies terms to be kept in the new
Hamiltonian and the terms in the image of the Lie operator that will be eliminated,
and the integrator, which finds the generator from its image that the separator pro-
duced. The separator and integrator are functions. Thus, for the problem described
here, the initial Hamiltonian to the Delaunay normalization is essentially the final
Hamiltonian of the parallax elimination, which is passed as the value of a variable;
therefore, any order requested of the Delaunay-normalized Hamiltonian results in
the computation of the parallax elimination to the appropriate order without the
user being aware of it.
In the sections that follow, I describe the two stages of computation of the
main problem in satellite theory, the parallax elimination and the Delaunay nor-
malization, in the context of the discussion above. The next section deals with
the elimination of the parallax, a relatively simple task, and Sections 5–7 deal
with the Delaunay normalization, the latter sections being discussions of algebraic
simplifications needed to make the calculations proceed expeditiously.
4. Elimination of the Parallax
















.3s2 sin2  − 1/

: (6)
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where r; ; R;2 is the phase space in Whittaker (polar) variables,  is the radius
of the earth,  is the Keplerian constant, and s D sin I , the sine of the inclination.
The goal of the elimination of the parallax is to find a near-identity transformation
which does not have explicit  , a technique developed by Deprit (1981).
Jumping a little ahead, we shall anticipate what the best algebraic hierarchy for
the final Hamiltonian of the elimination of the parallax, consider the variables
C D e cos g; S D e sin g; (7)
and the semi-latus rectum of the ellipse, p D 22=. We consider a polynomial
algebra in these variables (allowing negative powers of p) over coefficients in
polynomials of s. On the other side, we make this algebra the coefficient domain of
a Fourier algebra in the satellite’s polar angle  , which, in turn, is a coefficient of
the polynomials in the conjugate momentum 2, then each term of the perturbation
Hamiltonian is in the algebraic hierarchy
AP D 1
r2






 P [s2]Q: (8)








































with P  p=r D 1CC cos CS sin  . All other derivatives (except sin  and cos  ,
of course) are zero. The actions of the Lie operator on the variables is of special
interest. It is possible to show (Deprit, 1981) that the Lie operator acting on these
variables are all zero





The quantities L0.s2/ and L0.2/ are also zero. We have thus solved the inversion
problem for the elimination of the parallax, by reducing the Lie operator to a
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Using p=r D 1C e cos f , where f is the true anomaly f D  − g, we find that





.1C C cos  C S sin /: (13)
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expressing the Hamiltonian in AP .
The strategy of the elimination of the parallax is to remove the -dependence.
This is not a complete short-period elimination like the Delaunay normalization,
because we leave behind the factor of 1=r2. We merely remove explicit  depend-
encies of (14). The coefficient algebra of F [], P [S;C; p; 1=p], is in the kernel
of L0, as shown above. We call this the ‘background algebra’. We view 1=r as a
Fourier series in  with the coefficients in the background algebra. Consider terms
of the type F=r2, for F 2 AP ; call it B  AP . The elimination of parallax gives
an element of C D 1=r2 kerL0, C  B. Mathematically, the elimination of the
parallax consists in reducing any element of B to an element of C.
The Hamiltonian and the generator after the elimination of the parallax are
shown in the appendix. The generator may be used to calculate the transformation
(and its inverse) of any quantity. In particular, propagation under the Hamiltonian is
computed by transforming the desired coordinates with the generator, propagating
under the normalized Hamiltonian, then transforming back to the original coordin-
ates with the inverse generator.
5. Delaunay Normalization
The goal of the Delaunay normalization is, from the Hamiltonian HP produced by
the parallax simplification, normalize such that the last of the short-period factors,








 F [g] P [e; ; ]  P [s2]Q: (15)
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The initial Hamiltonian perturbation, after the minor conversion from the elimin-
ation of the parallax to substitute  D 22=p, R D .2=p/e sin f , C D e cos g,




i.e., 22=r2 times elements of AD. This initial Hamiltonian is presented in the








 P [] F [f; g] P [e; ; ] P [s2]Q; (17)
with  D f − l the equation of the center.
The zero order (unperturbed) Hamiltonian is nL where n D 2=L3 is the mean
motion. Therefore, the Lie operator for the Delaunay normalization is L0 D n@=@‘.
Except for actual computations of the generator, we avoid introducing n into any
of the Poisson brackets.
We first classify all terms that we expect to encounter in the Delaunay normaliz-
ation, and then show how we intend to treat them. The method presented here was
inspired by a treatment of the satellite theory for an earlier incarnation of PMAO
by Shannon Coffey and Bruce Miller.
5.1. CLASSIFICATION OF TERMS
From the given Hamiltonian, we must anticipate what sorts of terms will come in
the provisional Hamiltonian in the process of doing the normalization. We concern
ourselves with short-period variables, that is, those that are dependent on the mean
anomaly ‘. In the Delaunay variables, these are the true anomaly f , the radial









.Cjkm cos jf C Sjkm sin jf /; (18)
where Cjkm, Sjkm are in the kernel of L0, that is, they are not dependent on ‘.
The justification of this form is given presently. We shall consider the different
types of terms, distinguished by how they are integrated. The essential features for
integration are whether each of the coefficient of f , the exponent of , and the
negative exponent of r, are nonzero or zero. A nonzero coefficient or exponent is
indicated by the superscript C. Thus, for example, CjCkC0 represents coefficients
of terms that have a dependence on  and a cosine of f and are independent of r.
The symbol X in place of C or S will be user to mean either sine or cosine, e.g.
 When j D 0, there is no f dependence and thus no sine terms, so C0km is synonymous with
X0km.
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XjCkC0 means CjCkC0 and SjCkC0 . Sometimes these symbols Sjkm; Cjkm;Xjkm will
be used to represent the whole term instead of just the coefficient, when there is no
danger of confusion.
5.2. DERIVATIVES
We choose our method of doing Poisson brackets such that the explicit exponent of
r is preserved, that is, if A and B are independent of r, then .rmAI rnB/ D rmCnC,
where C is independent of r. We compute our generator in such a way that it will
always be independent of explicit r terms. The exponent of r may be preserved by
careful choice of the form used to express the derivatives of the quantities used, p,
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D .1C e cos f /; (19)
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we have insured that r derivatives have an explicit factor of r on the right-hand side,
and no other derivatives do; thus the exponent of r is maintained in the Poisson
bracket.
Noting the method of the computation of the provisional element we see that
by our choice of expressing the derivative, each term in each element QHn;pC1 is
either independent of r or proportional to 1=r2. We know each generator Wk is
independent of r, each original Hamiltonian Hn0 (from the parallax computation,
HP ) is proportional to 1=r2 for n> 1 and independent of r for H00, and each
final Hamiltonian H0n should be independent of r. Because of the selection of
the method for computing the Poisson bracket, the end result is that terms in the
provisional Hamiltonian are independent of r or proportional to 1=r2; thus we have
only terms of the type Xjk0 and Xjk2.
Knowing that the initial Hamiltonian from the parallax elimination has been
put in the form (16), that all generators at previous orders are in the algebra (17),
the new Hamiltonian at previous orders is in the algebra AD, and that the Poisson
bracket preserves the power of r, we have the r-dependence in the form (18) for
the short-period dependence of terms in the provisional Hamiltonian.
5.3. C000 AND C002
We proceed now with the treatment of specific terms. We start with C000 and C002
because it involves images we will need for other terms as well. The constant term
C000 is clearly in the kernel. C002 is split between kernel and image. With the Lie
operator L0 D n@=@‘, the equation of the center  D f − ‘, and @f=@‘ D G=.nr2/




If the generator is proportional to , terms of the type C000 and C002 will be in the
image in the proportion −n=G. Thus, to treat the terms C002=r2 C C000, use the












Thus, the constant term is modified to become




which is in the kernel.
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5.4. -DEPENDENT TERMS
The most difficult terms are those that are dependent on . In the algorithm, these
are computed first, as we shall see. They are eliminated recursively: the term that
generates a particular exponent of  also generates lesser exponents of  which, in
turn, may be eliminated by the same method.
The -dependence of (18) may be understood as follows. Because the image
term to be eliminated at first order H10−H01 has a factor G=r2 − n, the generator
at that order, W1, will have a factor of  from (20). At successive orders k > 1, the












which will necessitate the appearance of a k term in the generator Wk; applying




























As we can see from this Lie derivative, f -dependent terms are quite a bit more
complicated than the f -independent terms. Consider a generator made out of sums
of the previous generator:












where i0 is an arbitrary integer. Using the rule (24), the image is























































































The first term is interpreted as .k=r2/ sin jf or .k=r2/ cos jf depending on
whether i0 D 0 or 1, and is the term of type XjCk2 we aim to eliminate. The
other terms, of type XjCq0 for q < k, are what we may call the ‘entourage’ –
they come along with the desired term in the image. The algorithm for treating k
terms is recursive (Figure 1), starting with the highest exponent k of ; call these
terms P . We know of only one way that such a term can be in the image of the
Lie operator, and that is with the generator (25) whose image is (26). These terms
are accumulated into the generator we are calculating. Before doing this however,
we add the entourage terms to the Hamiltonian as they appear in (26), call them
Ei , and subtract them in canonical form, terms of the type Xpq0 for p6 j − 2
and C0k0, C1k0, S1k0 and S2k0 (Section 7) call them Ec, thus effectively adding zero:
P D P CEi−Ec. The image under (26) is P CEi , so we have replaced the term P
in the provisional Hamiltonian with −Ec. These terms are Xpq2 for q < k, and the
Figure 1. The handling of terms in the provisional Hamiltonian. For final state, ‘I’ represents an
image term, ‘I /’ is an image term if the coefficients have the proper proportionality, ‘K’ represents
a kernel term, ‘cancel’ means that the terms must cancel out and not be in the final image. Boxes
below the top line represent terms converted to other forms.
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two terms of the type C0k0 and C1k0 if X is cosine or S1k0 and S2k0 if it is sine, and
are added to the remaining terms (if any) already present in the Hamiltonian. The
Xpq2, is the ‘trigger’ for the recursion; it is treated as the original XjCk2 but now
the new highest exponent of  is lower than before. At the end of the recursion,
there will be no terms with . The remaining terms are handled as described above
and below, once all XjCk2 terms are gone.
5.5. OTHER TERMS
After the XjCk2 has been iteratively reduced, we are left with a linear combination
of terms of the type C0k0, C1k0, S1k0, and S2k0.
The terms C000 and C002 have been treated in Section 5.3. In contrast, the ana-
logous terms dependent on , C0kC0 and C0kC2 must be proportional in the ratio
−n=G in order to integrate, because C0kC0 is not in the kernel as C000 is. From (20)



















This proportionality indeed prevails after the iteration, in computations through
order six.
Finally, the integrals of C1k0, S1k0 and S2k0 may be expressed in terms of the
eccentric anomaly (Kelly, 1989; Tables I and II for k D 0). As it happens, how-
ever, terms of these types present in the provisional Hamiltonian, together with
those produced by the iteration, cancel off entirely through sixth order, making
integration unnecessary.
6. Canonical Form for e, ,  , and the Mean Motion
A frequent problem in algebraic manipulation is the standard representation of
terms that have some algebraic relation between them. Here, we find that in the
computation of the provisional Hamiltonian of the Delaunay normalization we
obtain an abundance of terms involving e and  D p1− e2. The problem of
reduction to a standard, or Gro¨bner, basis for polynomials is well-studied in the
field of computer algebra, having been initiated by Buchberger (Davenport et al.,
1988). Here, however, our expressions are not confined to polynomials; negative
powers of e and  are possible.
In order to simplify some of the computations, we introduce the variable  D
1=.1 C /, we can write any term ehij for h, i, and j integers in an algebraic
canonical form. With numbers K and M whose choice will be explained later, this
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monomial is a linear combination of eKM times nonnegative powers of  and 
times e with exponent no higher than 1.
Using the definitions e2C 2 D 1 and  D 1=.1C /, we have the five relations
















We first use substitution e2 ! 1 − 2 to remove all terms whose e exponent is
greater than K C 1. Then, the rules (29a) and (29b) may be applied repetitively
to all terms to insure that  and  never occur together in a product or quotient (a
negative power of  should never occur but is easily reduced using 1= D 1 C 
anyway). Finally, we eliminate ek for k < K; to eliminate ekm for m > M,
use (29c); to eliminate it for m < M use (29d), and to eliminate ekn use (29e).
Note that the actual individual substitutions must be applied repetitively; not only
individual rules must be reapplied, but the application of later rules will sometimes
produce terms that necessitate the reapplication of earlier rules.
While heuristic and recursive (or iterative) simplifiers are easy to implement in
PMAO, as opposed to its predecessor Poisson series processors (Deprit, 1982), it is
wise to forgo the compact elegance of recursion in favor of the alacrity of explicit
































 Without the introduction of , it is possible to have another canonical form which is a linear
combination of terms m, em, ek , ek each multiplied by eKM for k < 0 and m> 0. If we have
a term ekm with k > K C 1, we make the substitution e2 ! 1 − 2 enough times to reduce it. If,
on the other hand, k < K and m > M C 1, we use the substitution 2 ! 1 − e2. If k < K and
m < M , use (29d). The formulæ (30) apply, except that (30c) and (30d) have e2.i−/ replacing
e2.i−/.1− e2/, and e−2i replacing e−2i .1− e2/, respectively.
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nC 2 − i − 2
 − i − 1

iC1; (30g)





is zero if b6 0 and
a sum
Pb
a is zero if b < a. The factor eKM on both sides of the equation has been
removed for clarity. Such formulæ are very difficult to discover, but straightforward
if tedious to prove by induction once known. These proofs are left to the reader as
an exercise.
Generally, the K specified will be even and is governed by a generalization of
the D’Alembert characteristic: each term of sin.kf C qg/ or cos.kf C qg/ should
have a factor of ejk−qj multiplying it. This is based on the observation that the Lie
algebra is really built on the variables e cos g, e sin g, cos.f C g/, and sin.f C g/,
so that any difference from equal coefficients should be accompanied by a factor of
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e. Of course, in the final Hamiltonian after the Delaunay normalization, there will
be no dependence on f , so we merely use the absolute value of the coefficient of
g. We should expect that all exponents of e that are not jk − qj will cancel off.








When we present the final Delaunay Hamiltonian, we wish to identify all factors of
the mean motion. Other times, as when PMAO computes the provisional element,
it is preferable to keep the mean motion out of the expressions in order to keep
computations simple. In the former case, we need to identify factors of 3 for
substitution of n, and thus choose M D 3 in the canonical form of e,  and .
In the latter, we substitute for any n using (31).
7. Canonical Form of r0 cos.jf / and r0 sin.jf /
In this section, we discuss how to express Xjk0 terms in a canonical form. This
canonical form consists of terms of the type Xik2 for i6 j − 2 and terms of the
type C0k0 and C1k0 for Cjk0 or S1k0 and S2k0 for Sjk0, and holds for e 6D 0. The











and the trigonometric product relations
cos nf cosmf D 12 cos.nCm/f C 12 cos.n−m/f (33a)
and
sin nf cosmf D 12 sin.nCm/f C 12 sin.n−m/f: (33b)
It is possible to write a canonical form for cos jf and sin jf which has only 1=r2
terms and constants, cos f , sin f , and sin 2f terms:










X1 cos.j −1/f; (34a)





X1 sin.j −1/f; (34b)
where i is 1, if i D 0, and 0 otherwise, and the power series in e are
























































mDa2 means sum over every other term, i.e., m D a, a C 2,
a C 4; : : : ; b.
By substituting (32) into these formulæ and applying (33), one can check they
indeed reduce to the left-hand sides. This is a time-consuming activity and not
recommended for those in a hurry. With a symbolic manipulation code, it is easy
to try specific values of j and then substitute.
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Appendix A. Expressions
This appendix gives the normalized Hamiltonian after the elimination of the paral-
lax and after the Delaunay transformation through sixth order. The corresponding
generating functions, coordinate transformations and inverse coordinate transform-
ations are given, but only to second order for space considerations. The full expres-
sions are available electronically from the author; the full expressions at even fifth
order makes this paper several thousand pages long. The expressions are given so
that someone attempting to reproduce the results presented in this paper can check
agreement as the calculation progresses from the contents of this paper alone.
In these expressions, the symbol  is used to keep track of the order of the
perturbation, but can otherwise be considered to be one. For expressions that are
given as a table, the final expression is the sum of all the subexpressions given in
the table. The subexpressions are numbered for convenience.
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A.2. THE GENERATOR FOR THE ELIMINATION OF THE PARALLAX
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A.4. THE GENERATOR FOR THE DELAUNAY SIMPLIFICATION
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